Abstract: A sampling-based approach to planning, control and verification inspired by robotics motion planning algorithms such as rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs) and probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs) is surveyed. With the focus on RRTs, how to adapt them to solve standard non-linear control problems is demonstrated. RRTs are extended to purely discrete spaces (replacing distance metrics with cost-to-go heuristic estimates and substituting local planners for straight-line connectivity) and computational experiments comparing them to conventional methods, such as A Ã are provided. Finally, RRTs are extended to the case of hybrid systems and our modifications to LaValle's motion strategy library to allow for hybrid planning and verification are described. The work on the coverage and optimality properties of sampling-based techniques is also reviewed.
1
Introduction and overview
In this paper, we survey a novel approach to global planning, control and verification that is applicable to complex control systems, including those that are non-linear, nonholonomic, purely discrete, or hybrid. In general, complete algorithms for planning, control and verification of such systems are exponential in the state space and control dimensions. Attempts to fight this curse of dimensionality have led to the introduction of randomised (or Monte Carlo or sampling-based) approaches that are capable of solving many challenging problems efficiently, at the expense of being able to guarantee that a solution will be found in finite time. Two such sampling-based methods that have achieved considerable success in the robotics motion planning literature are rapidly exploring random trees (RRTs) [1 -5] and probabilistic roadmaps (PRMs) [6, 7] . The methods have been extensively studied (see [8, 9] for more citations) and shown to solve challenging planning problems that involve high state-space dimension. Over the past several years, we have adapted these algorithms for use in solving non-linear control problems and multi-agent coordination [10, 11] ; planning in completely discrete spaces [12, 13] ; as well as hybrid-systems planning, control and verification [14 -16] . Finally, we have also been involved in de-randomising these algorithms [17] , in proving their complexity [8, 9] and in examining their coverage and optimality properties [12, 13] .
In this paper, we review this work and place the algorithms in a broader context. In particular, we advocate a sampling-based approach to all reachability-based problems, including planning, control and verification, outlined as follows:
s rand random successor of SampledReachSet 4 SampledReachSet SampledReachSet < s rand 5 until SampledReachSet > GoalSet = 1
Thus, instead of generating all (local/one-step) successors of the reach set at any iteration, we only add one sample successor -usually at random, but perhaps using other considerations. The sampled (parent and) successor can be chosen as the one that is closest to some goal region, achieves the maximum spread or 'coverage' and so on. The successor can be generated by using a search over inputs or by solving a local (perhaps linear) control problem. Search can be terminated if a goal point is reached (as outlined above), after a fixed number of iterations and so on. Extra information can be stored using a tree/graph/forest structure, with edges labelled by the control action taking a parent node to a successor. Search can also proceed backwards from a final set. Throughout the paper, we will examine algorithms which instantiate this general pattern.
It is perhaps obvious to the reader that control or planning from an initial state to a final state (or to one of a set of goal states satisfying some property) can be accomplished with the sampling-based reachability algorithm. In verification problems, one must establish whether or not trajectories exist that satisfy a set of conditions or specifications. By suitable choice of state, such verification problems can be converted into reachability problems, for example, 'all trajectories stay within a safe set.' Our sampling-based approach is due to the fact that classical, complete approaches to reachability are provably hard (PSPACEhard, see, e.g. [18] ). Our hope with sampling-based methods is to trade algorithmic completeness for weaker guarantees such as probabilistic and resolution completeness [9] . We and our colleagues advocated this path some years ago now [19] ; we have been advancing it since [12 -16, 20, 21] . Recently, other researchers have also begun to pursue this same goal [22] .
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the sampling-based robotic motion planning algorithm that most heavily inspired this work: RRTs. Section 3 adapts the RRT to solve benchmark control problems, such as non-linear pendulum swing-up. We also use it to plan swing-up for an acrobot and to perform multi-agent planning for vehicles with non-holonomic dynamics. These successes make the case for adding sampling-based methods to the toolkit for solving global, non-linear control problems. Section 4 adapts sampling-based planning algorithms for use in completely discrete spaces by replacing distance metrics with cost-to-go heuristics and substituting local planners for straight-line connectivity. Although a variety of optimal and near-optimal solution methods -such as A Ã and its variants -exist for solving discrete search problems, they generally become very time and space intensive as problem domains become larger and more complex. Sampling-based discrete planners may offer an efficient way of finding feasible paths in complex problems where finding optimal paths is either unnecessary or computationally infeasible. In Section 5, we extend the RRT to hybrid systems. We give examples and also present a computational tool we have developed for solving hybrid planning and verification problems. In particular, we present our initial results in using the tool to verify rectangular hybrid automata (RHA). In Section 6, we explore the coverage and optimality properties of sampling-based algorithms in continuous and discrete spaces. Finally, we offer some concluding remarks in Section 7.
2
Sampling-based planning background
RRTs are a probabilistic exploration method developed for searching the high-dimensional continuous spaces encountered in motion planning problems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . To construct an RRT from an initial configuration q start , the algorithm selects a random point in the configuration space q rand , during each iteration (see Fig. 1 ). Next, we find q near , the vertex in the tree that is closest to q rand . Finally, we find q new , the new vertex to add to the tree, by taking a finite step from q near towards q rand . [Note: This may not be possible because of configuration space obstacles, arising, e.g. from workspace objects or joint limits.] If e, the step length, is greater than the distance from q near to q rand , q new is set equal to q rand . The algorithm finishes when q new is at, or close enough to, q goal . At this point, we can say that we have found a free path from the initial configuration q start to the goal configuration q goal . The algorithm can continue to grow the tree until a solution of the desired optimality is found (see Fig. 2 ). In pseudo-code, the algorithm is summarised as follows:
until IS-AT-GOAL(q new , q goal ) 9 return T RRTs have been shown to be probabilistically complete, meaning that if a path exists from start to goal, the algorithm will find it with probability 1 [1] . They have also been shown to have good space-filling properties in that their growth is biased towards the largest unexplored regions in the space [1, 23] ; see Section 6. This remains true even in the presence of unforeseen obstacles.
Variations on the basic algorithm abound. Most notably, growth can be biased towards the goal by choosing it as q rand some percentage of the time. In addition to growing a tree from the starting state, many RRT implementations grow a second tree from the goal state. These dual-tree algorithms expand in four steps:
1. grow start tree towards a random unexplored configuration; 2. grow goal tree towards a random unexplored configuration; 3. grow start tree towards goal tree, that is, select a random node in the goal tree and grow towards it; 4. grow goal tree towards start tree. A solution path is found when the two trees finally connect. Notice that biasing is again used by choosing random points in the other tree against only random configurations. Such dual-RRTs can potentially reduce the time complexity of a search from
), where n is the number of steps from the start configuration to the goal configuration and b is the average branching factor of each RRT. In the case of no obstacles, the minimum number of steps from start to goal is r(q start , q goal )/e, where the numerator is the metric distance from the start configuration to the goal configuration and e is the step size.
As we shall see later, the distance metric used to measure nearness is one of the most important considerations in implementing a successful RRT planner. A perfect distance metric (e.g. optimal cost-to-go, with inclusive knowledge of all obstacles) would yield a solution in optimal time, but a bad distance metric may never yield a solution in a finite amount of time.
PRMs constitute another sampling-based method for solving planning problems in high-dimensional spaces, especially multiple query path planning [6, 7] . We have also investigated their extensions [12, 13] . We do not discuss them further herein because of space considerations.
3
Sampling-based non-linear control
Other researchers have applied RRTs to planning problems of various types including path steering, manipulation planning for digital actors, varieties of holonomic planning and kinodynamic planning [2] . To our knowledge, we were the first experimenters to test RRTs on standard control problems [10, 11] . It is our hope that by studying the RRT's performance in these benchmark problems, we will (i) be able to gauge the strengths and weaknesses of RRTs compared to other approaches and (ii) inspire control theorists to apply RRTs in a wider range of applications.
In these control problems, we assume a generally nonlinear dynamics given by
where x [ X , R n and u [ U , R m . For these problems, one follows the basic RRT algorithm of Section 2, choosing configurations as states from X. The distance metric (which we will explicitly name r) used for finding nearest neighbours is problem dependent. The substantive change is in the EXTEND-RRT command (line 6), which becomes (when translated to state x) the following algorithm:
Thus, one is searching for the control signal u that results in a solution of (1) that is closest to the current 'reach goal', x rand . If U is not a finite set, it can be sampled or one can solve a local optimisation over U to find the best (x new , u new ) pair. Finally, to aid in reconstructing the global control input, the ADD-EDGE command can be modified to include storing the local control u new .
Again, biasing towards a goal point may be used. To grow a tree backwards (e.g. from a goal point), one simply runs the differential equation in reverse, replacing f (x, u) in the NEW-STATE function above with 2f (x, u).
To make these ideas concrete, we have implemented them to solve various problems, including swing-up of both a non-linear pendulum and an acrobot plus planning for multiple non-holonomic agents. These are discussed in turn in the subsections below.
Pendulum swing-up
The first experiment we conducted was applying the RRT to the swing-up problem for a non-linear pendulum [10] : † equations of motion: ü ¼ 23g/(2l ) sin u 2 3t/(ml 2 ); † input motor torques: t [ f21, 0, 1g; † initial state: u ¼ 0 (down) and u˙¼ 0, depicted by a small open circle in the centre of the figures below; † goal state: u ¼ +p (up) and u˙¼ 0, depicted by small Â's at the left/right edges of the figures below.
Thus, the goal for the planner is to find a series of torquetime pairs that drive the pendulum from the initial to the goal state. In all but the most trivial cases, the motor is unable to lift the pendulum to the goal state in one smooth motion. The pendulum therefore must be swung back and forth until it achieves sufficient velocity to reach the goal configuration. Our first try at solving the problem, a single-tree RRT using the straightforward Euclidean metric, r ¼ p
), proved to be quite successful. Usually finding a Fig. 3 Single-and dual-RRT solutions to the pendulum swing-up problem The x-axis corresponds to u and the y-axis to u˙. The left image shows a single-tree RRT solution for the pendulum problem after 5600 iterations. The right image shows a dual-tree RRT search after 3300 iterations (solution in dark) solution in less than 10 000 iterations (only a few seconds of computation on most modern computers), our implementation showed that the RRT algorithm is both fast and adaptable to many problem domains; see Fig. 3 (left) .
The dual-tree solution to the same problem was also impressive, sometimes finding a path to the goal state in close to half the time of its single-tree relative. One interesting characteristic of the solution trees is how clearly they demonstrate the dynamics of the system; see Fig. 3 (right).
In Fig. 4 , we see how the behaviour of the system varies as progressively higher torques are allowed. The torques used and the number of iterations until a solution was found are listed. With torques of f24, 21, 0, 1, 4g, we are able to reach the goal configuration without swinging the pendulum back and forth. Again, the figures also show how the RRT covers the phase space, even with nonlinear differential constraints.
Acrobot
For our second experiment, we tested the RRT algorithm on a problem of higher dimensionality. The acrobot has gained attention recently as an interesting control task [24, 25] . Analogous to a gymnast swinging on a high-bar, the acrobot has been studied by both control engineers and machine learning researchers. The equations of motion used come from [25, p. 271] . A time step of 0.05 s was used in the ODE simulation, with actions chosen after every four time steps (i.e. e ¼ 0.2). The torque applied at the second joint is denoted by t [ f21, 0, 1g. There were no constraints on the joint positions, but the angular velocities were limited to u˙1 [ [24p, 4p] and u˙2 [ [29p, 9p] . The constants were m 1 ¼ m 2 ¼ 1 (masses of the links), l 1 ¼ l 2 ¼ 1 (lengths of links), l c1 ¼ l c2 ¼ 0.5 (lengths to centre of mass of links), I 1 ¼ I 2 ¼ 1 (moments of inertia of links) and g ¼ 9.8 (gravitational constant).
There are numerous goals that planning systems can attempt to reach when controlling the acrobot, but most involve reaching various vertical levels. In our testing, we attempted to swing the tip of the acrobot above some vertical level, y ¼ y goal . The single-tree RRT had no problem in finding a solution to this acrobot 'tip-goal' problem. Unlike some competing solutions, the RRT is based on virtually no domain-specific knowledge except for the acrobot's equations of motion, yet the RRT planner was able to perform well compared to published metrics of energy efficiency and time efficiency [24, 25] . 
Multi-agent planning
We also investigated prioritised RRT algorithms to plan for multiple aircraft in two-dimensions, travelling among six airports, with simple flight dynamics [11] . Using prioritised planning, we were able to generate plans for up to 800 holonomic agents in the air at one time. We also generated plans for tens of non-holonomic agents (with unicycle dynamics) in the air at one time. Furthermore, the framework could easily handle agents with dynamically varying shapes. We detail these results below.
The reader should note that prioritised planning is crucial to our success below. Complete, non-prioritised planning would require sampling in a 2N-dimensional space, where N is the number of agents. Furthermore, sampling complexity grows exponentially with dimension [8, 9] . This would render the examples below highly intractable.
Prioritised multi-agent RRT algorithm:
Prioritised planning [26] with RRTs can be achieved by using one tree for each agent. Once it is an agent's turn (based on its pre-determined 'take-off' time), we start its tree from the agent's initial configuration and grow it until it reaches that agent's goal configuration (see Fig. 6 ). Note that we do not grow trees for multiple agents concurrentlyone agent's tree is grown from start to finish before we begin building another agent's tree (again see Fig. 6 ). Planning proceeds as in the normal RRT algorithm except for intersection testing. Each new vertex in a tree must be tested against vertices in all other trees whose global creation times are identical to the new vertex. For holonomic trees, a vertex's global creation time is the global creation time of its parent (source) vertex plus one (discretised time unit). The global creation time of the start vertex is equal to the start time of the agent. We need not test against vertices in our own tree, since an agent cannot run into another copy of itself. Testing against static obstacles is done as usual.
In order to make intersection testing fast, we removed all non-solution vertices from a tree once a solution had been found, since the agent will not pass through these vertices on its way to the goal. This implies that, for each completed tree, there is exactly one vertex created at each discrete time in the range from take-off to landing time for that agent. Therefore to test whether a new vertex created at time t new conflicts with any existing trees, we can simply query each tree for vertices created at t new . [Note: This query by creation time is a constant-time operation if implemented using simple hashing scheme [11] .] Since each tree has at most one vertex created at t new , the running time of intersection-testing is linear in the number of trees. This is crucial to the performance of the overall algorithm.
Computational experiments
Holonomic agents: Our first test of the prioritised RRT was based on an air-traffic control model. In our workspace, we created six 'airports' at which 'airplanes' could start and finish their paths. The first implementation used holonomic airplanes with two configuration-space dimensions, x and y. Airplanes were not allowed to fly within a certain fixed distance, d safe , of other airplanes in the workspace except within a small radius, d airport , around each airport inside of which planes could be closer. Figs. 7 and 8 show a snapshot of the operation of the airplanes and a close-up of conflict avoidance, respectively.
In general, the running time and scalability results were impressive. For example, with d safe ¼ 0.06, we could plan 3000 total paths for up to 100 agents in the air concurrently in less than about 10 min; 3000 paths for up to 170 concurrently could be done within an hour, up to 200 in less than 1.8 h. With d safe ¼ 0.03, we were able to reach up to 800 agents in the air at one time, although planning 3000 paths took about 18 h of computation. The test machine used was an AMD Athlon 1400 with 512 MB of RAM.
Non -holonomic agents:
The algorithm also handled nonholonomic agents admirably. We modified the above air traffic model to incorporate non-holonomic constraints by giving each agent dynamics as follows:
In the above equations, u 1 and u 2 are the inputs chosen by the RRT from a finite set of possible inputs. The time step was chosen such that d safe could still be maintained given The RRT for each agent is shown in the top row, with the corresponding overall solution after each step shown on the bottom. First, we find a free path for the top-priority agent (left). Next, we find a free path for the second agent that does not conflict with the path for the first agent (middle). Finally, we plan a path for the third agent that does not conflict with the first or second agents' paths. Note that although the solution paths cross in the x -y domain, these intersections are non-conflicting because the agents reach the crossings at different times The highest-priority agent is dark grey, and the lowest-priority agent is light grey. Numbers on circles correspond to the instantaneous time. In this situation, notice how the lowest-priority (white) agent must avoid the other agents at t ¼ 9 -11 by moving to the right maximum speed u 1 . Given the above equations and the same workspace as described in Fig. 7 , the planner was able to plan for as many as 40 non-holonomic airplanes.
Dynamic envelopes: In many applications, it is important to have fail-safe mechanisms in place in case the agents ever need to make a sudden (emergency) stop. In such domains, we must be able to guarantee at all times that all agents, with maximum negative acceleration A max , would be able to completely stop if necessary without hitting any other agents or obstacles. We have tested the RRT for such cases, using a dynamically expanding safety region, or envelope, to ensure safe stopping ability. [Note: In the case of an airplane, we assume that it can circle within the desired region.] Instead of merely using a static disk or 'hockey puck' to enforce safety constraints, the safety region's length in the direction of the agent's velocity was computed to be at least as long as the agent's braking distance (see Fig. 9 ). For RRT implementations of dynamic safety regions, we only needed to alter the intersection testing function. Fig. 9 demonstrates agents with dynamic envelopes operating together in the same workspace. The dynamics of each agent are
Discrete sampling-based tools
In this section, we first introduce adaptations of samplingbased planners to discrete space. Then, we provide experimental planning results in several sample test problems. Full details of this work, including implementation details and more extensive numerical results, are available in [13] . In general, a discrete planning problem exists in a discrete space consisting of a countable set of states Q, and a corresponding set of discrete dynamics that define, for each state q, a transition rule D: Q ! 2 Q , where D(q) # Q is the (finite) set of possible successors to q. The planning problem gives us a start state q start and a set of target or goal states T and asks us to find a path from q start to some q goal [ T. This solution path must consist of a sequence of states q start ¼ q 0 ! q 1 ! q 2 ! . . . ! q n ¼ q goal with each transition to a new state obeying the transition rule for the previous state. That is, for each transition q i ! q iþ1 , it must be true that q iþ1 [ D(q i ).
In discrete planning, it is often useful to consider the transition rules for states as corresponding to a small set of universal or near-universal operators, each of which map q ! q 0 in a predictable way. For example, in planning an agent's motion in a grid world, where each state corresponds to an (x, y) pair, the operators might be the four possible moves to adjacent squares:
y) (with the constraint that an operator cannot be applied to a state if its resultant state would collide with an obstacle).
Although a variety of informed search algorithms exist for such problems, they generally either become infeasible as the problem size grows (as in the case of A Ã ) or have poor performance in spaces where 'obstacles' are not predicted by the heuristic, whether the obstacles are explicit or due to behaviour of the system which is not predicted by the simplified heuristic (as in the case of best-first search).
Discrete RRTs
In [16] , we introduced a discretisation of the RRT algorithm, which replaces the distance metric used for determining nearness with a heuristic estimate of the cost to-go of the same type that is used in general informed search methods such as A Ã [27] . As in the original RRT, the discrete algorithm begins with an initial state q start . At each step, we select a random state q rand from the state space (making sure that the state selected is not already in the tree). We find the nearest state in the tree, q near , based on a heuristic estimate (which we will explicitly name h) of the cost-to-go from each state to q rand . Considering each possible operator on q near , we select the one which yields the successor state q new that is closest to q rand but is not already in the tree and add q new to the tree with an edge from q near to it. If q near has no successors which are not already in the tree, no new node is added during this iteration. In pseudocode, the RRT construction algorithm is the same as in Section 2 and Fig. 1 , with the EXTEND-RRT function modified as follows:
else return null
Since the state q new is chosen from a finite set of successor states, rather than being grown along a straight line towards q rand as in the continuous RRT, the discrete RRT is not guaranteed to take optimal steps towards q rand . In fact, it is possible to encounter situations where q new is a step away, leaving q rand heuristically closer to q near than to q new (see Fig. 10 ).
A new algorithm that mitigates the issue of non-optimal and failed steps is the rapidly exploring random leafy tree (RRLT). The RRLT algorithm keeps an open list of all states reachable in one step from the current tree: Fig. 9 Multiple non-holonomic agents with dynamic safety regions operating together in the workspace
The agents can always stop within their safety regions, and the size of an agent's safety region is proportional to its instantaneous speed. Thus, unforeseen collisions can be avoided by stopping/circling the 'leaves' of the tree nodes. When q rand is selected, the nearest leaf is located directly and added to the tree, and all of its successors are added to the open list (except those that are already tree or leaf nodes). The RRLT algorithm prevents the possibility of a failed Extend-RRT step, since every leaf is a state which does not exist in the tree, and is therefore a valid candidate q new :
until IS-AT-GOAL(q new , q goal ) 12 return T Since q near ¼ q new for the RRLT is selected from the list of leaf states and not from among the states already in the tree, the algorithm guarantees that at each step the tree grows as far as possible (heuristically) towards q rand . Table 1 shows the results of growing RRTs and RRLTs to fixed percentages of the total space in an 8-Puzzle [27] and measuring the coverage of each tree according to the average distance from every state in the space to the nearest state in the tree (measured as noted). Results are averaged over three trials, and although the improvements due to the RRLT algorithm are small, they generally varied less than 0.1% between trials (and never more than 0.4%). Although the RRLT algorithm is more space-intensive than the simple discrete RRT algorithm -by factor of at most b, the branching factor of the space, and generally less since a solution can be found sooner -our experience has been that it is generally faster and finds better solutions [13] .
RRTs with local planners
In continuous space, the step-size e of the RRT algorithm can be varied to change the characteristics of the search. In general, a very small e results in a tree which explores slowly, but fills the space more completely and gives shorter solution paths. Although we are constrained in discrete space to take steps between states according to the transition rule in the underlying dynamics, it is possible to achieve a similar effect to varying e by using an RRT or RRLT as a global planner, with a different planner used for local planning. Namely, at each step, instead of picking the nearest leaf to the randomly selected node q rand , we perform a search with a local planner (e.g. A Ã , best-first search or even another RRT or RRLT) -limited by depth, size and/or time -from the nearest neighbour, q near , towards q rand . When the limit of the local search is reached, the node closest to q rand is added to the tree, along with the nodes along the path to reach it. Here, the degree to which the local search is limited plays a similar role to the parameter e in the continuous RRT. The most significant difference is that the limit on the local planner has a significant impact on the running time of each step of the algorithm. Whereas a large e has only a linear effect on the continuous RRT's iterative running time (assuming incremental collision checking), relaxing the limitations on the local search could cause the running time of a discrete RRT to increase exponentially.
Because the distance heuristic is based on discrete states, it is not uncommon to find multiple neighbours with equal heuristic distance from q rand . Since the goal of using a local planner is to maximise exploration at each step, we chose the node from among the ties for nearest by selecting for maximal cost from q near . Although this approach may result in higher solution-path lengths than would result from breaking ties by selecting for minimal cost, or selecting randomly, intuition suggests that the maximal cost should be the maximal distance from q near (assuming a relatively optimal local search). Since the cost from q near is an actual cost, whereas the heuristic distance to q rand is estimated, it seems reasonable to assume that considering the actual cost as well as the heuristic cost would give a more reliable estimate of distance towards q rand than considering the heuristic alone.
We can further improve the parallel between the global planner and the continuous e value by building a meta-RRT or meta-RRLT as a global planner that considers the path to the new node as a unit rather than as a sequence of nodes in the tree (Fig. 11) . Thus, instead of adding all the nodes along the path, we add the node at the end of the path as a child of q near , storing information about the intermediate nodes as meta-data of the edge between q near and the new node. Whereas the continuous tree always adds exactly one new node, regardless of e, the non-meta global planner described above adds a sequence of nodes, all of which are close together in the space. This degrades the nearest-neighbour query time, without adding significantly to the coverage of the tree, especially in cases where we are primarily interested in exploring quickly. The meta-tree improves nearest-neighbour query running time by discarding these less-useful intermediate nodes.
Optimal-path-biased RRTs
Although the RRT algorithm is primarily concerned with finding solutions quickly, we generally prefer low-cost solutions over high-cost solutions when all other factors are equal. In many cases, even a slight reduction in solution In each case, growing from a node other than the nearest neighbour, q n , would yield a new state closer to the random target state, q r speed is acceptable if it results in a noticeable improvement in solution optimality. Achieving a speed optimality trade-off in the RRT and RRLT algorithms is possible by modifying the nearness heuristic to consider the cost from the starting configuration in addition to the estimated cost-to-go. In this method, we define the nearness of a state q tree in the RRT to the random node q rand as f (q tree , q rand ) ¼ ag(q tree ) þ h(q tree , q rand ), where g(q tree ) is the path cost from the root of the tree to q tree , and h(q tree , q rand ) is the heuristically estimated cost-to-go from q tree to q rand . A non-zero value of a allows the RRT's exploration to be biased towards low-cost solutions by encouraging growth that moves out from the centre of the tree, rather than back towards the interior of the tree.
Although any positive value of a is possible in creating optimal-path biased RRTs, in practice only small values are useful. For example, adopting a ¼ 1 will create an algorithm which generates optimal solutions, but does so in a vastly inefficient way when compared with A Ã or breadth-first search due to the need to perform nearestneighbour queries at each iteration. However, even a very small value of a can be useful. For example, an a value very close to 0, although too small to have a significant impact on nearest-neighbour selection, will serve to break ties in nearest-neighbour queries in favour of lower-cost nodes.
Experimental results

Single-query search:
We tested the single-query path planning performance of our sampling-based discrete planners on the Knight-Swapping Puzzle, which entails swapping the positions of knights on a k Â k chess board (where k must be odd), using only valid knight moves. The set-up consists of filling all but the centre square with knights, divided between black and white along a diagonal (see Fig. 12 ). For this puzzle, all experiments were performed using the heuristic value obtained by summing the number of required knight moves (ignoring the presence of other knights) for each out-of-place knight to reach a destination position for its colour that is not already occupied by another knight of the same colour. This heuristic is admissible [27] , but not a metric, violating both symmetry and, in some cases, the triangle inequality [13] . Although it could be made symmetrical by defining a new heuristic , b), h(b, a) ), doing so would double the heuristic computation time, which is already the most costly part of RRT construction.
In order to create 'obstacles' and dead ends in our trials, we added two additional constraints to the KnightSwapping Puzzle (see Fig. 13 ): † a knight cannot move to the empty square if there is not already an ally (a knight of the same colour) in one of the four squares adjacent to the square; † a knight cannot move if it would leave behind a knight without an ally in one of the four squares adjacent to it.
We solve the Knight-Swapping Puzzle by searching bi-directionally, with one tree rooted at the start state and another at the goal state. At each step, we grow each tree first randomly as described in the original RRT algorithm, then towards a node randomly selected from the other tree, in order to bias the trees towards connection [4, 11] . Once the trees connect, a solution path is extracted from the intersection of the trees. Tables 2 and 3 show the results of several of the algorithms described above in solving the constrained KnightSwapping Puzzle on a 2 GHz G5 with 2 GB of RAM. Table 2 (whose results are averaged over 500 trials each for the 5 Â 5 case and 100 each for the 7 Â 7 case) shows that the A Ã algorithm becomes difficult very quickly (the 1 symbols indicate cases where the A Ã algorithm began continuous memory paging on our test machine and ran for several hours without finding a solution). As the problem size grows, the RRT and RRLT continue to provide relatively good solutions with substantially fewer nodes explored (against even best-first search). Table 3 shows that although the meta-RRLT returns more costly solutions, it is significantly faster than the simple RRLT. The meta-RRLT also uses significantly less memory than The move on the left is not allowed since there is no white knight adjacent to the destination. The move on the right is not allowed since it leaves the white knight marked with the small 'x' without an adjacent white knight either the simple RRLT or the non-meta RRLT with a local planner.
These results show only a small set of possible permutations of the algorithms we presented here. The choice of RRT or RRLT as a global planner, the type and details of the local planner (e.g. simple or optimal-path-biased RRT or RRLT, A Ã , best-first search, intermediate heuristic searches) and the methods of exploration (e.g. bi-directional or single-directional, goal-biased or unbiased, method of connecting trees in bi-directional search), all interact in ways that have significant impact on solution quality, running time and memory requirements; see [13] for more results.
Multi-agent planning:
In order to explore prioritised multi-agent planning using discrete sampling-based planners, we discretised a version of the air traffic control problem described in Section 3.3.1 by placing it in a grid world. In this problem, we consider a number of airports located in a two-dimensional grid-world, with each airplane taking off from one airport and travelling to its destination airport.
The agents' paths are again planned using prioritised planning: once an agent's path is planned, that path is immutable. The tree used to plan the agent's path is discarded, except for the solution path. That path becomes an obstacle in the space -time (x, y, t) for all future agents. In our trials, we extend the path obstacles to include the next and previous location of an agent at each time step, in addition to its current location, in order to define a safety buffer around each airplane. (Note that this buffer does not apply to airport cells or the four cells around each airport, where different rules would be used to prevent collisions.) In order to explore the added effects of static obstacles, we further allow the definition of 'no-fly' zones, which act as obstacles for all agents, at all time steps.
We were able to plan the paths of 300 airplanes, with several hundred in the air at any given time, in 2-3 s on our test machine (2 GHz G5 with 2 GB of RAM), using simple single-directional RRLT search (see Fig. 14) .
5
Hybrid sampling-based tools
Hybrid systems
Researchers in the computer science and control theory communities have produced many models for describing 
Fig. 14 Air-traffic control in a grid world
The six airports are denoted by empty squares (at the four corners and the middle of the vertical sides), and each airplane is colour coded by its destination airport. The grey diamond-shaped regions indicate no-fly zones a A snapshot in time showing all airplanes currently in the air b Complete paths for all airplanes during the same snapshot the dynamics of hybrid systems [28, 29] . For the purpose of the discussion in this document, we consider a simple illustrative case, in which the constituent continuous state and input spaces (in each mode) are the same. Thus, we have a hybrid system of the form Here, x [ X is the continuous state, u [ U is the input, and q [ Q ' f1, 2, . . . , Ng is the discrete state or mode. Also, f ( . , . , q) is the continuous dynamics, J( . , . , q) is the jump set and n( . , . , q) is the discrete transition map, all for mode q. The map n computes the post-jump hybrid state (x, q) þ from the pre-jump hybrid state (x, q). The input u, which can include both continuous and discrete components, allows the introduction of non-determinism in the model and can be used to represent the action of control algorithms and the effect of environmental disturbances. The evolution of the discrete state q models switches in the control laws and discrete events in the environment, such as failures.
Briefly, the dynamics are as follows: the system starts at hybrid state (x(t 0 ), q 0 ) and evolves according to f ( . , . , q 0 ), until the set J( . , . , q 0 ) is reached. At this time, say t 1 , the continuous and/or discrete state instantaneously jump to the hybrid state (x(t þ 1 ), q 1 ) ¼ n(x(t 1 ), u(t 1 ), q 0 ), from which the evolution continues. Although terse, the above model encompasses both autonomous and controlled switching and jumps and allows modelling of a large class of embedded systems, including ground, air and space vehicles and robots; see [28, 29] for more details.
Below, we first describe the hybrid RRT algorithm, which enables a sampling-based approach to hybrid planning, control and verification based on RRTs. Then, we overview a computational tool we have built for hybrid planning and verification, demonstrating it on a prototypical planning problem and verification of RHA.
Hybrid RRT algorithm
Frazzoli et al. [30] used RRTs, along with a hybrid automaton model of flight manoeuvres, in the context of autonomous helicopter flight-planning. A general, hybrid RRT algorithm was introduced in [10] . It can be achieved in various ways, depending on the underlying hybrid systems model and specifics of the continuous and discrete dynamics (and symmetries therein). Below, we detail the way a hybrid RRT would work for the model in (4) .
The simplest algorithm one might envision would explore reachable space by growing a forest of RRTs, one in each mode, with jump points among various trees in the forest identified. In the more general case, evolution will start from a set of seeds in a start set, S , X Â Q, towards a target set, T , X Â Q; each of which may encompass one or more modes. Sampling-based growth proceeds from S according to the hybrid-RRT algorithm given below. One may think of the resulting tree as (a) growing in the hybrid state space, X Â Q, or (b) as growing in X, with nodes and arcs coloured/labelled by the current mode.
Even under this set-up, there are several cases to consider.
1. General specifications: S, T, J and n are arbitrary.
Homogeneous specifications:
S ¼ B Â Q and T ¼ G Â Q, that is the start and target sets are independent of mode.
3. Unrestricted switching: for each q, add a new control ũ q such that J( . , ũ q , . ) ¼ X for all q and n(x, ũ q , p) ¼ (x, q) for all x, p and q.
Although the above is not exhaustive, it provides a sense of a few types of symmetries in the discrete dynamics that can be exploited by the algorithm.
In the case of unrestricted switching, the hybrid-RRT algorithm is exactly the same as outlined for non-linear dynamics in Section 3, except that the control set is augmented to allow mode changes: U 7 ! U < fũ 1 , . . . , ũ N g. The other cases are non-trivial. In the case of homogeneous specifications, x rand lives, and distances are measured in, the continuous state space X; in the general case, x rand lives, and distances are measured in, the hybrid state space X Â Q. The latter brings up the issue of designing metrics for combined continuous and discrete space, which is sometimes clear from the context, but in general may entail heuristic distances as in Section 4; this is a topic of current research. In either case, the EXTEND-NLRRT and NEW-STATE functions of Section 3 must respect the hybrid dynamics. To summarise, for purely continuous RRTs, the states examined come from extending the state x near according to the dynamics f (x, u, q near ) for a fixed time and for various (sampled) u [ U. In the hybrid case, this continues to hold for (x near , q near ) if there are no intersections with the jump set J(x, u, q near ). If there are, continuous evolution continues from the destination point(s) resulting from the jump reset(s), using the same or different u, until the total desired amount of time elapses.
In Fig. 15 , we give an example of just such a hybrid RRT. 
Computational tool for hybrid systems planning and verification
Recall our original goal of providing tools for samplingbased reachability of hybrid systems and the relationship of reachability to motion planning. We have indeed built a visual tool for manipulating and studying the reachability of hybrid systems [15, 16] . Our tool builds on the motion strategy library (MSL) developed by Steve LaValle and his students [31] . The intended purpose of the MSL is to provide a generalised framework for development and testing of motion planning algorithms. Despite differences between our problem definition and the goals of the MSL, this framework is applicable to our needs. The MSL provides straightforward extensibility for all aspects of its design and serves as the basis for our tool.
MSL overview:
The MSL is composed of three subsystems: (1) an interface to input problems of arbitrary dimensions and geometries, as well as the dynamics of these problems; (2) a set of planning algorithms, ranging from PRMs to numerous RRT-variants and (3) a graphical means for a user to study how effectively the planning algorithms solve these problems. A typical session involves running the MSL against a particular problem, selecting a planner and using the interface to plan and view paths through the system. Fig. 16 shows the MSL's seven main objects, interactions between them and the three main subsystems.
The interface to a problem definition in the MSL is divided into two objects -a Geometry object and a Model object. The Geometry object contains physical representations of objects in the state space; in a motionplanning problem, these include the robot and the obstacles among which it moves. Primarily, its role is to do collision detection checks, to prevent potential paths for the agent from intersecting the space of the obstacles. The Model object encapsulates the dynamics of the system, including a metric function for determining distance in the space as well as algorithms to calculate future states for the planner given a current state, a time increment and a control input. Given these two objects, a Problem object provides an encapsulation of both; it provides an interface for the planning and graphical objects.
The Solver hierarchy is a collection of different planning objects that are used to find motion planning solutions to problems. The largest subset of these solvers is the RRT branch, and it includes variants to grow dual trees as well as ones biased towards the goal. The important thing to note regarding the solvers is that there are a significant number of variants; hence in the MSL, we are provided a large amount of extensibility to control how we actually perform sampling-based planning.
The third main subsystem of the MSL is the graphical front end provided to the user. This part is composed of three main object: the Scene, Render and GUI objects and their respective hierarchies. The Scene object computes the physical locations of objects based on information provided by the Problem object. The Render object provides a hierarchy of different ways to draw objects based on different graphical libraries, including subclasses for SGI Iris Performer, Open Inventor, and OpenGL. A Render object receives most of its information from the Scene and Problem objects, and given this input it does both the drawing of the problem and the animation of the solution. The final part of the user interface is the GUI object that provides a graphical control window for the user. In this window, users can select different types of planners, modify properties of the planning algorithm and execute motion planning. In addition, the GUI object also provides an interface for the user to the commands of the Render object, by providing a set of animation controls that allow the user to start and stop animation, change the speed of the animation and rotate or translate the viewpoint.
Extending the MSL:
The domain of hybrid systems required extending all three of the main areas discussed above -the problem definition, the planning algorithm and the user interface. In terms of the problem definition, we implemented both a new Geometry object and a new Model object. Our Geometry object contains the same information as a regular Geometry object, but also includes geometries for the state transitions of the hybrid system. Each transition can be modelled as a pair of (P, q) tuples, (P s , q s ) and (P f , q f ), where P i is a polygon in continuous space and q i is its discrete state. In addition to collision detection, we included algorithms for 'state transition detection.' That is, we use the same geometric algorithms for detecting if the planner intersects with an obstacle to detect if the system trajectory intersected with a state transition region (jump set).
The implementation of the Model object for hybrid systems is accomplished similarly. We override the methods for determining the metric to include some metric between two elements of the hybrid state. In some cases, this includes the discrete information, but is not always required to do so. In the example we show later, we chose a metric that was dependent on the full hybrid state. Also, the Model object is used for determining future states or 'taking steps' throughout the continuous state. Since the Model object is independent of the Geometry object, the planning algorithm itself determines when state transitions occur and reacts accordingly.
In addition to the Model and Geometry objects, we also must implement a new type of Solver class that plans for hybrid systems. Our hybrid RRT [10, 11] extends directly from the RRT branch of the Solver hierarchy and plans in a similar manner to all other RRTs used in the MSL. However, one important difference is that at each iteration of the algorithm, the RRT also does a check to see if a state transition has occurred. In effect, it queries the Geometry object, and if the newly planned state for the RRT 'collides' with a state transition polygon, then it adds an additional node to the RRT, assuming that any time contact is made with a state transition, the hybrid automaton follows the jump.
The final addition to the MSL is developing the user interface to include information for hybrid systems. This required extending both the Render and GUI objects. Specifically, in the Render object we needed to modify the input language to include discrete state information. [31] Currently, the MSL uses a set of ASCII text files as a convenient means for input; extending the Render object to read our input language involved reading an extra discrete value for state information. In terms of drawing bodies, we chose to draw them on a one-state-at-a-time basis; hence, displaying or animating each body involves checking if that body's state is the current state and drawing them. A big addition to the Render object included drawing not only the path planned for the problem, but also included drawing the RRT as it gets planned as an optional way to view the problem. Our modified GUI object includes abilities to turn on and off these new features, as well as a means to select what discrete state is currently being viewed; see Fig. 17 .
Planning examples:
To test our extended MSL for hybrid systems, we have applied it stair-climbing examples in two-and three-dimensions, to robotic peg-in-hole assemblies with uncertainty and to balls bouncing down stairs (which have impulses) [15] .
The stair-climbing examples use a four-story building, similar to the one in Section 5.2. Specifically, states in the system consist of a two-dimensional coordinate combined with a discrete floor. Our hybrid state space is
. We use distance metric r(s 1 , s 2 ) ¼ kx 1 2 x 2 k 2 þ 50jq 1 2 q 2 j. Given these as inputs to our model, we grow an RRT via the MSL to obtain results such as those shown in Fig. 18 (left) . In that figure, the red (medium grey) peg represents a simple point object translated from two-to three-dimensional space. The dark blue (dark grey) block is a state transition or 'down stairs' in which q is decremented, whereas the light blue (light grey) blocks are 'up stairs' where q is incremented. The white line segments represent the RRT that has been grown through the system and the overlaid red (medium grey) segments represent the path determined by the RRT. Fig. 18 (right) 
j. This example takes full advantage of the MSL's three-dimensional drawing capabilities, as our agent is a red (dark grey) thickened stick-figure shape and the state transitions are now tiny cyan (light grey) pyramids. In addition, we make use of the MSL's collision detection capabilities by providing obstacles, shown as the pink (medium grey) L-shaped wall.
The examples above demonstrate a system with constant dynamics. That is, each step the RRT takes is governed by a simple constant function. However, we have also implemented examples that use more complicated dynamics. Specifically, hybrid dynamics can be included in the Model object for a given example problem. In the functions that determine the next state given a current state, a time step and a control input, we include information regarding the explicit dynamics of the system. Our first forays used stair climbers with different speeds on each 'floor'; but our implementation is open enough to accept more complicated forms of dynamics in different hybrid system contexts, including systems with impulsive jumps like balls bouncing down stairs and RHA (see [15] and the next section).
Verification of RHA:
Most significantly, we have augmented the tool to allow planning, verification and testing for RHA [32, 33] . Briefly, RHA have continuous dynamics given by differential inclusions of the form
, where L i , U i [ Z for each of the continuous variable dimensions, x i . They are often used to approximate more complicated system dynamics, and they are equivalent in power to linear hybrid automata. Our tool is not designed specifically for them; however, by studying RHAs, we show our tool is capable of modelling many of the examples currently researched.
To control state transitions, we made use of MSL's builtin collision detection algorithms: for each guarding condition, a polygonal region was constructed to represent the guard. The RRT_Extend() algorithm was modified so that before the new state is added, a check is done to see if the new state will collide with this region. If so, the tool performs a reset using the EdgeReset() function and adds this reset state instead of the original new state calculated previously.
Continuing with this theme, we also modified our RRT Planner and Model objects to grow multiple points for each RRT Extend( ) call. In this sense, we grow a unit instead of just one node, where each unit represents the upper and lower bound reachable from the nearest neighbour. In two dimensions, then each unit is of size four: we create four inputs for (ẋ, ẏ) from the set of (L x , L y ), (L x , U y ), (U x , L y ), and (U x , U y ).
One other feature convenient to implement here was the concept of a 'multi-state view.' To this end, the Render object was modified to be able to draw all states at the same time, on top of each other, using different colours depending on which mode it is in. See the upper left plot in Fig. 20 , which shows trajectories for the RHA of Fig. 19 . There, the colours pink, brown, green, yellow and cyan (various shades of grey) are used to represent the discrete states 0 -4, respectively. Fig. 20 also shows an example of using RRTs for the verification of the RHA in Fig. 19 , as it attempts to go from initial hybrid state (x, y; q) ¼ (1, 1; 0) to goal (2.5, 15; 0). The RHA was designed to accomplish this while cycling through discrete modes 0-1-3-2-2-4-3-0, as verified by the trajectory found by our software in the upper right diagram. (The white lines represent state resets.) Our software also found that the same goal could be reached by cycling through 0-2-4-3-0 and 0-1-3-0 (bottom left and right, respectively), which are specification violations.
To give an idea of the needed computational resources used, the lower left RRT had 288 nodes (e ¼ 1) and ran in 0.13 s, whereas the lower right RRT had 1742 nodes (e ¼ 0.3) and took 3.57 s on the same machine -a Pentium II with 128 MB of RAM.
6
Properties of sampling-based planning
Voronoi bias of RRTs
As mentioned in Section 2, RRTs have been shown to have good space-filling properties. In particular, their growth is biased towards the largest unexplored regions in the space [1, 23] . The reason for this bias towards unexplored areas is clear when the algorithm is examined in terms of Voronoi diagrams. The Voronoi region of a point, P, is the set of all points that are closer to P than to any other point. The Voronoi regions of the nodes in a tree give important indications of the degree to which it has explored the space. First, the size of the largest Voronoi region(s) tell us how far, in the worst case, a point in the space can be from the tree's nodes. Second, the locations of large regions tell us where those worst-case points are, and thus which areas have been least thoroughly explored. Finally, the range of sizes in a Voronoi diagram tell us how evenly the space has been explored: if all of the Voronoi regions are roughly the same size, then the coverage of the tree is essentially uniform, whereas large size disparities indicate that some regions have been explored much more thoroughly than others. The RRT algorithm leverages these properties of Voronoi regions probabilistically: so long as the random points in the RRT algorithm are selected uniformly from the space, the largest Voronoi regions will be the most likely to contain the target point [1, 23] (Fig. 21) . Since the selected region's node is expanded, the tree will be biased towards expanding the edges of the tree which border on the largest unexplored regions, dramatically so in the early stages of growth; see Figs. 2 and 21.
Discrete Voronoi regions:
In order to better understand the adaptation of sampling-based planning to discrete and hybrid spaces, we directly examined the Voronoi regions that determine their properties. We have begun our study by examining completely discrete spaces [12, 13] . The fundamental difference between Voronoi regions in discrete and continuous spaces is the introduction of overlap in discrete space. Although the definition of a Voronoi region guarantees non-overlapping regions in continuous space, discrete space heuristics generally cannot guarantee that there will not be ties. It is of course possible to modify any heuristic to prevent ties by introducing arbitrary tie-breaking rules, but doing so will introduce an equally arbitrary bias in the exploration of the RRT algorithm, which is generally undesirable. Thus, the discrete RRT algorithm should expect the occurrence of ties.
The extent to which Voronoi regions overlap depends strongly on the space, the heuristic used, and the extent to which the tree has explored the space, as we will show below. Since such overlap is highly likely to exist in some form, however, some decision must be made as to how to handle ties in the nearest-neighbour search. The simplest solution, which is the one we used in our experiments (except where noted), is to break ties by selecting one of the candidate neighbours at random. However, depending on the problem domain and the desired behaviour of the algorithm, a variety of other solutions are possible. Using the cost-so-far of ties as a tie breaker can either emphasise optimality (by favouring low-cost nodes) or exploration (by favouring high-cost nodes, as in the case of our local planners for meta-RRTs). Another possibility is a second-pass heuristic evaluation of tied nodes: if we can assume that the number of ties for nearest-neighbour is generally a small number regardless of tree size, then we can use a much more costly heuristic to break ties with minimal impact on the overall complexity of the algorithm.
Coverage and optimality
In order to explore the effect of different heuristics on the behaviour of RRTs, we conducted trials of RRT growth in a two-dimensional grid world -where an agent can move left, right, up or down at each step -using the L 1 (Manhattan), L 2 (Euclidean) and L 1 (max) metrics as distance estimates. We created visualisations of the trees and their discrete Voronoi regions (see Fig. 22 , which is highly typical of the patterns generated by each heuristic function), with the tree shown using thick blue (dark grey) lines, and the edges of Voronoi regions with thin red (light grey) lines. Cells with red (grey) shading denote areas of Voronoi region overlap, with darker shading indicating more ties (especially evident in the L 1 metric). The differences in Voronoi patterns are striking and have a significant impact on the behaviour of the RRT's growth.
Coverage:
The effects of these Voronoi patterns can be clearly seen in Fig. 23 , which shows histograms of node location in 1000 trials of RRTs grown to 3000 nodes, using each of the three heuristics; cells with darker shading are those which are covered most often. Slower exploration in the L 1 tree is clearly evident (as seen by the lack of samples near the edges of the space), as are Â-and þ-shaped biases in the L 1 and L 1 metrics. These biases are due to the distinctive shapes of the L 1 and L 1 Voronoi regions: the L 1 metric forms large triangular regions at the edges of the space, which results in growth towards the middle of each edge, whereas the L 1 metric creates large diamond-shaped regions in the corners, which results in growth towards the corners of the space. Other more subtle effects are visible as well, such as the L 2 tree's better coverage at the edge of the region and more uniform coverage of the space in general. Also noticeable are the off-bias regions near the centre of the tree which are poorly sampled, especially by the L 1 metric. Similar patterns are visible in three-dimensional grid worlds (see [12, 13] ). Fig. 23 also demonstrates the importance of the interaction between heuristic biases and the dynamics of the agent itself. The slight þ-shaped bias in the L 2 tree is largely due to the fact that moves by the agent are in a þ-shaped pattern, thereby seeding the tree in a slightly biased way during the initial moves -if diagonal moves are allowed [13] , or a meta-tree is used to mask the lowlevel agent dynamics (see Fig. 24 , also averaged over 1000 trials with 3000 nodes each), the þ-shape does not appear. In the case of the L 1 tree, the agent dynamics and the Voronoi bias magnify each other, resulting in the sharp, well-defined lines along the bias axes. The L 1 tree shows the opposite effect; growth in the bias directions is approximated by selecting one of several moves at a 458 angle at each step. The resulting randomised zigzagging gives noticeably fuzzier regions along the bias axes. Because the probability that a Voronoi region will be selected for growth is directly proportional to its size, larger (more empty) regions are more likely to be selected. This explains the 'rapidly exploring' property of RRTs Introduction of diagonal moves, however, causes these lines to be sharply defined [13] .
Optimality:
The effects of growth biases introduced by interactions between heuristics and the dynamics of the discrete system are not limited to the smoothness of tree coverage. Fig. 25 shows visualisations of the optimality of the paths in the tree to each point they have reached, averaged over the same 1000 trials, with darker values indicating paths closer to optimal. Specifically, the brightness of each cell on a scale of 0 to 1 is computed as 1 2 d/p, where d is the optimal Manhattan distance and p is the path length averaged over every trial out of the 1000 where that cell was included in the tree.
Immediately noticeable in the figures is that the L 1 metric is significantly less uniform in the optimality of its paths. This can again be explained by the interaction between the bias in the tree and the dynamics of the space. First, we must notice that even without considering any bias in the tree, not every cell has an equal chance of being reached in an optimal way by any randomised algorithm. A cell n steps from the starting point and positioned along one of the four diagonals can be reached by any one of n!/[(n/2)!(n/2)!] optimal paths, whereas a cell the same distance out but positioned on the line x ¼ 0 or y ¼ 0 can be reached by exactly one optimal path. This creates an underlying bias towards an Â-shaped optimality histogram. In the case of the L 1 metric, that bias is magnified significantly by the bias in tree growth: the straight lines from the tree are predominantly along the Â, with cells furthest from the Â most likely to be reached by some amount of doubling back in the tree in either the x-or y-direction. The L 2 and L 1 metrics, on the other hand, give much more even results since the two biases serve to counteract each other. In both cases, however, there are still clearly visible lines of lower optimality along x ¼ 0 and y ¼ 0 because of the existence of only one optimal path. Fig. 24 shows that although optimality of a meta-tree is somewhat more uniform than that of the simple RRT, the bias of the space is still significant.
7
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we advocated a sampling-based approach to all reachability-based problems -including planning, control and verification -for complex, hybrid systems. We have demonstrated that sampling-based robotics motion planning algorithms can successfully be adapted and applied to non-linear control problems, discrete space search and also to hybrid systems planning and verification. Representative computational examples and experiments were provided throughout. Further improvement and optimisation of our algorithms are required to determine the extent to which they are competitive or complementary with existing techniques.
There are already a number of results concerning the properties [1, 23] and complexity [8, 9] of samplingbased algorithms in continuous, holonomic spaces. We have only begun to explore them in discrete and hybrid spaces. It is hoped that our results will be used to improve sampling-based planners in a wide range of control, planning and verification problems. 
